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Mission
Leading excellence is our passion.
Enhancing lives is our inspiration.
Innovation is our commitment.

Vision
Every person deserves specialized wound,
ostomy and continence care.

Values
Nursing Specialty Excellence.
Leadership.
Collaborative partnerships.
Compassion.
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President Report
Marcia Leard, RN, BScN, NSWOC, WOCC (C)
For a smaller nursing specialty, Nurses Specialized in Wound,
Ostomy and Continence Canada (NSWOCC) knows how to get
things done and works hard to make life better for the people
we serve – patients, fellow NSWOC’s and other healthcare
colleagues. We do this by focusing our initiatives on our
four core values: Nursing Specialty Excellence, Leadership,
Collaborative Partnership and Compassion.
The NSWOCC annual national conference was once again
a virtual event in May 2022 due to the ongoing impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic. “Still Online and Feeling Fine” was
well received and well attended. The industry and science day
provided an opportunity for our industry partners to showcase their
products, technologies and services, and the rest of the week was filled
with informative educational sessions addressing all our core values. Saturday
afternoon stands out as a highlight with a thought-provoking presentation on “Indigenous
Wound, Ostomy and Continence Health – Barriers and Opportunities in Providing Advanced
Therapies in Remote and Isolated Communities” as well as a panel presentation on Nurses
Specialized in Wound, Ostomy and Continence (NSWOC) challenges across the country. In
May 2023, we are thrilled that the NSWOCC national conference will be back to taking place
in person, at the Westin Hotel in Ottawa, Ontario. “Let’s Face It – Together” is shaping up to be
another superior educational event. Make sure May 3rd to 7th is reserved in your calendar and
we hope to see you there.
Best practice work continues. Groups are currently working on best practice recommendations
for Paediatric Incontinence Associated Dermatitis, Care and Management of Feeding Tubes, and
Peristomal Hernia Prevention and Management. This work is made possible by the countless
volunteer hours put in by NSWOCC Members. Thanks to all of you for your hard work in
advancing nursing specialty excellence.
The Nova Scotia Wound, Ostomy and Continence Summit: Supporting Sustainability was held on
September 22, 2022, in Halifax, Nova Scotia. This event brought together government officials,
administrators, clinical leaders, and industry to share information and begin conversations on
improving the access and increasing specialized wound, ostomy and continence care in Nova
Scotia demonstrating leadership and building collaborative partnerships. It is time for a wave of
NSWOC advocacy to start flowing across this country.
In August 2022, the Sharing Circle website was launched with the goal of helping patients,
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NSWOC’s and other healthcare professionals’ access appropriate education, resources
and supports related to Indigenous wound, ostomy and continence health. There is also an
opportunity to add and share a resource. Thanks to the Indigenous Wound, Ostomy and
Continence Core Program for exhibiting such leadership and compassion and working to build
and strengthen relationships with indigenous communities.
In May, the Canadian Journal of Surgery published “Preoperative stoma site marking for fecal
diversions (ileostomy and colostomy): position statement of the Canadian Society of Colon and
Rectal Surgeons and Nurses Specialized in Wound, Ostomy, and Continence Canada. It was very
exciting to see and read. Congratulations everyone on seeing this result of your hard work and
demonstrating NSWOCC’s leadership and knowledge excellence in Ostomy Care.
The Membership Core Program launched this year in order to better serve you, our Members.
This new core program aims to enrich the Membership experience for all NSWOCC Members.
We are nothing without our Members and look forward to hearing their ideas.
In conclusion, the NSWOCC continues to work hard on our member’s behalf with initiatives
to improve work life and patient quality of life experiences. We are proud of our Members and
thankful for their commitment and hard work.
Sincerely,

Marcia Leard
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Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
Report
Catherine Harley, RN, IIWCC, eMBA
When I look back over 2022, it genuinely feels as if the year is flying
by. The first and second quarters for Nurses Specialized in Wound,
Ostomy and Continence Canada (NSWOCC), and the Wound,
Ostomy and Continence Institute flagship programs under the
leadership of Dr. Kimberly LeBlanc, have flourished. Our membership
has grown over 11% year to date. As we’ve continued with our 20212023 strategic plan, and are in the last year of its implementation, there
have been exciting developments with new projects, programs, advocacy
work and the building of coalitions. Priorities have been set for 2023 to
keep the important work of the association moving forward. I would like to
share some results that stand out year to date.

Core Competencies and the Canadian National Standards for Nurses Specialized in
Wound, Ostomy and Continence set the gold standard for the tri-specialty…
Our overall goal is to provide value to our members and our students and to deliver on advancing
the profession of nurses specialized in wound, ostomy, and continence care.
NSWOCC promotes high standards for NSWOC nursing practice through the development and
maintenance of core competencies. These competencies form the base to develop Canadian
Standards of Practice for NSWOCs which are reviewed and updated every five years, to develop
our educational programs, to define areas of necessary research and aid administrative bodies in
the achievement of cost-effective quality specialized nursing care.

Leading wound, ostomy and continence education will advance new nurses to our
association and offer value to existing members…
NSWOCC is a leader in specialized wound, ostomy and continence education through the
following three programs:
1. The Wound, Ostomy and Continence institute - the WOC-EP program was sold
out and the Skin Wellness Associate Program continued to gain traction.
2. NSWOCC Annual National conference – attracted over 700 delegates despite
having to run virtually for the third year in a row. We are planning a face-to-face
conference in Ottawa May 3-7, 2023
3. NSWOCC and WOC institute Webinar series – demonstrated solid growth with
registrations for weekly webinars landing between 200 and 300 participants (up
from 30 to 40 participants in 2020)
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Our volunteers fuel the engine of best practice recommendations, position statements,
decision aids, tool kits and joint concensus statements…
NSWOCC is proactively developing best practice recommendations, decision aids, position
statements, tool kits and joint consensus statements to advance the profession of specialized
wound, ostomy and continence nursing. The completed projects can be found on the www.
nswoc.ca website. Currently, best practice recommendations for Parastomal Hernia, Paediatric
IAD and Feeding Tubes are in progress and will be launched in 2023. A decision aid for urinary
catheter selection is progressing as is a Virtual Consultation Tool Kit. Many of the completed
initiatives have been written into manuscripts to be submitted for publication. In the second
quarter of 2022, the Preoperative stoma site marking for fecal diversions (ileostomy and
colostomy): position statement of the Canadian Society of Colon and Rectal Surgeons and
Nurses Specialized in Wound, Ostomy and Continence Canada manuscript was published in
the Canadian Journal of Surgery. A team of individuals is currently working on a manuscript to
support the Urinary Diversions Position Statement which will be submitted for publication in
2023.

Advocating for positive change…
NSWOCC is advocating for improved reimbursement for ostomy supplies for patients as a part
of a joint advocacy committee with Ostomy Canada Society. We also support reimbursement
initiatives for wound and continence supplies. Another aspect of our advocacy is to strive for
better access to specialized wound, ostomy and continence care, such as the Nova Scotia WOC
Summit, and to prevent declassification of the NSWOC role. You will find more information on
our advocacy work under the Community Engagement Core Program report.

NSWOCC Core Programs are designed to engage members and build value…
Our ten NSWOCC Core Programs are engaging Members, addressing issues and supporting a
national network of our Members. Here are a few exciting highlights:
1. Our new membership Core Program has completed a survey to help to guide them
in developing new benefits for members. The Journal Club was launched based on
member feedback and is in progress.
2. The Indigenous Wound, Ostomy and Continence Health Core program developed
an interesting way to provide cultural safety resources and information on wound,
ostomy and continence which you can read about in the core program section.
You can find this website at www.sharingcircle.online.
3. The Skin Wellness Associate Nurse (SWAN) Community of Practice worked to
develop SWAN educational sessions (Practical Nurse and Diploma RN scopes of
practice) at the 2023 NSWOCC National conference in Ottawa.

NSWOCC collaborates with National and International groups to improve care…
NSWOCC works in collaboration with other healthcare organizations who share common
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goals in providing quality care for patients with challenges in wounds, ostomy, and continence.
NSWOCC believes that a strong leadership role in nursing involves working with international
health care organizations such as the World Council of Enterostomal Therapists (WCET) and the
UK based Society of Tissue Viability sharing knowledge and material where possible. One interest
group of NSWOCC, the International Skin Tear Advisory Panel, also provides NSWOCC with
the opportunity to raise awareness of skin tears internationally. The Canadian Pressure Injury
Advisory Panel (CPIAP), the second interest group of NSWOCC, is working towards improving
the prevention and management of pressure injuries nationally.
We are very pleased to see the further development of the NSWOCC Industry Advisory Council
(NIAC) which now has 32 companies represented. NSWOCC believes that nursing leadership
in caring for patients with challenges in the fields of wound, ostomy and continence involves
collaboration with industry to define necessary research and the development of cost-efficient
products that benefit this group of patients. NIAC is providing a forum where we can discuss
important initiatives like the national conference and obtain input to form stronger partnerships.
As we enter 2023—the final year of implementation for our current strategic plan—we will work
to ensure that we have accomplished our key strategic priorities and achieved our financial goals.
We will then be ready to set an agenda for the future. This will be done by holding a NSWOCC
strategic planning meeting in August 2023 where the NSWOCC Board of Directors, Core
Program Leaders, contracted staff, and some key stakeholders as invited guests will take the time
to discuss, analyse, project and vision to set the strategic plan for 2024, 2025 and 2026. We
are open to you feedback and encourage you to let us know if there are any initiatives that you
would like to see that could help to advance your practice. Please e mail us at office@nswoc.ca.
Finally, a sincere thank you to our Board of Directors, Core Program Leaders, Volunteers, our
contracted staff and the Faculty of the Wound, Ostomy and Continence Institute. It is because of
you that we are in the position that we are today. Thank you!
Sincerely,

Catherine Harley
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NSWOCC Board of Directors

NSWOCC Staff

Executive

Chief Executive Officer: Catherine Harley

President: Marcia Leard

Director of Operations: Troy Curtis

President-Elect: Corey Heerschap
Secretary: Tracy Fournier

Bookkeeper: Andre Lavigne
Professional Accountant: Bruce Deep
Lawyer: Karen Cooper

Treasurer: Kelly Mazerolle
Chief Executive Officer: Catherine Harley

NSWOC Advance Editorial Board

Regional Directors
British Columbia/Yukon: Misty Stephens
Prairies/Northwest Territories/Nunavut: Jodi
Quinlan
Ontario: Roxie Demers
Quebec: Audray Lafortune
Atlantic: Nancy Schuttenbeld

Core Program Leaders
Research & Practice: Dr. Karen Campbell, Dr.
Kevin Woo
Professional Development: Debra Johnston
Indigenous Wound, Ostomy and Continence
Health: Bev Smith
Community Engagement: Erin Rajhathy
French Community of Practice: Valérie
Chaplain

NSWOC Advance Editor in Chief: Lina Martins
French Editor: Louise Forest Lalande
British Columbia/Yukon: Karen Campbell
Prairies/Northwest Territories/Nunavut:
Kevin Woo
Ontario: Lina Martins
Quebec/Atlantic: Louise Forest-Lalande

Interest Groups
International Skin Tear Advisory Panel (ISTAP)
President: Samantha Holloway
Canadian Pressure Injury Advisory Panel
(CPIAP) President: Kevin Woo

Committees

SWAN Community of Practice: Sharon Hunter

Nominating Committee Chair: Laureen
Sommerey

Paediatric Community of Practice: Stephanie
Furtado

NSWOC Advance Publisher: Deborah
McNamara

Membership: Shelly Barnes

NSWOCC Industry Advisory Council (NIAC)
Co-Chairs: Marianne MacMillan-Stacey,
Rodney Blair

National Conference Planning: Mary Hill
Publications: Lina Martins
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Wound, Ostomy and Continence
Institute
Academic Chair: Kimberly LeBlanc
Program Manager: Nicole Kocajda
Program Development: Cathy Downs, Erin
Rajhathy, and Kim Merritt

Academic Advisors
Preceptor Manager: Nicole Denis

Student Placement Coordinators
•
•
•

Victoria McCallum
Christie Cowan
Angela McGuire

Preceptor Markers
•
•
•

Liette St Cyr
Cecilia Yeung
Barb Plumstead

SWAN Program
•
•
•
•
•

Vida Johnston
Shelly Barnes
Sue Bolton
Susan Chandler
Tracy Lillington

WOC-EP Program
Wound
•
•
•
•
•

Cathy Downs
Nicole Pitcher
Susan Peckford
Melanie Fauteaux
Svea Menard

Ostomy
•
•
•
•
•

Eleanore Howard
Teri Schroeder
Louise Samuel
Mary Engel
Josée Sénéchal

Continence
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nicholas Joachimides
Najwa Shbat
Laura Robbs
Carly Lindsay
Marie-Andrée Masson
Louise Forest-Lalande

ISWA Program
•

Erin Rajhathy
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2021-2023
Strategic Priorities
1. Strengthen member value through new
programs and initiatives that advance
the profession of Nurses Specialized in
Wound, Ostomy and Continence.
2. Establish an NSWOC voice in shaping
Canadian Health Policy—put wound,
ostomy & continence on the political
agenda—nationally and provincially.
3. Develop a National “Wellness”
Program to support Nurses Specialized
in Wound, Ostomy and Continence.
4. Create a collaborative and respectful
NSWOCC professional culture through
establishing a policy on diversity,
equity and inclusion and identify
ways to support Indigenous People of
Canada through a focus on “Truth and
Reconciliation”.
5. Connect NSWOCs across Canada:
both provincially & nationally creating
a national community of practice
including a Paediatric Community of
Practice.
6. National & International recognition
of academic excellence of the WOC
Institute academic programs while
meeting the need of nurses and allied
healthcare professionals.
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7. Increase French language material to
Members to better meet the needs.
8. Lead the way for virtual Wound,
Ostomy & Continence Care.
9. Advance leaders in specialized wound,
ostomy and continence nursing.
10. Strengthen wound, ostomy and
continence patient interaction through
a Patient Engagement Framework.
11. Develop a national pressure injury
strategy to address the prevention &
management in Canada.
12. Form national and international
partnerships to increase reach in
wound, ostomy and continence
prevention and management.
13. Develop a technology infrastructure to
support Core Programs, marketing and
communication.
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Director of Operations Report
Troy Curtis, BHum (hons)
Building value for members: Launching a Core
Program
Our goal over the last year has been to build more value for
NSWOCC members and to ensure sustainable membership
for the future. A major tactic in working towards that goal
was through the launch the Membership Core Program in
November 2021.
The Core Program, now led by Shelly Barnes, RN, BScN,
NSWOC, WOCC(C), has done a phenomenal job so far at
surveying our membership, defining key priorities for bettering
the membership experience, and putting a plan in place to make
joining NSWOCC and remaining a member more attractive than ever.
I want to personally thank Shelly Barnes, Angela Koziak, Heather Fawcett,
Lori Zozzolotto, and Christie Tuttosi for giving their time to this Core Program. We are
still looking for members from Atlantic Canada and Québec to join our Core Program; if you're
interested in getting involved, please email office@nswoc.ca.
Most notably, we identified that members want:
1. continuing education opportunities to
advance their knowledge and proficiency;
2. to get a better awareness of the activities
and initiatives that our Board and Core
Programs are working on;
3. to participate in networking and
collaboration opportunities;

4. mentorship from their NSWOC or SWAN
peers; and
5. programming to be accessible for members
from each time zone across the country.

Journal Club
One of the major steppingstones was the creation the NSWOCC Journal Club, led by Angela
Koziak, RN, BScN, NSWOC. The Journal Club has garnered interest from more than two dozen
members so far, having held one meeting in June 2022 on Moisture-associated skin damage: use
of a skin protectant containing manuka honey, with the second meeting on October 19, 2022, led
by Calgary NSWOC Andy Chua on the topic of Characteristics of Convex Skin Barriers and Clinical
Application. 9 members joined this meeting.
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We strongly encourage members who want to connect with other colleagues from across the
country to join us, regarless of your experience or knowledge level. Our main priorities are to
support and encourage each other so that this opportunity can be as rewarding and as enriching
as possible. Please email tcurtis@nswoc.ca if you would like to join.

Membership
I am thrilled to report that our membership
continues to grow year over year, with our
current membership base being at an all-time
high of 808 members as of October 1, 2022,
with 223 joining NSWOCC in 2022 alone.
This accounts for an 11.45% growth in
membership since 2021.
While our membership makeup continues to
be predominantly NSWOC Members, we are
happy to see an increased number of SWAN
members under the Healthcare Professional

Associate type. We have recognized the need
to better categorize each type of members,
and we plan on revising the policy on our
Associate Member Types to better represent
the core Associates of NSWOCC: Skin
Wellness Associate Nurses (SWANs) and
Industry Skin Wellness Associate (ISWAs).
Although 46% of Members come from
Ontario, the number of Members per 100,000
population for each province and territory
reflects a relatively balanced distribution
across the country.

30%

750

25%

650

20%

550

15%

450

10%

350

5%

250

Total Members
Growth Rate
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2017
365

2018
431
18.08%

2019
531
23.20%

2020
566
6.59%

2021
725
28.09%

2022
808
11.45%

Growth Rate

Total Members

Membership Growth
850

0%
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Membership makeup by registration type
Healthcare Honorary Lifetime
Skin Health Practice Professional
Member, 8
Enrichment Series Associate, 24
Associate, 38
Other,
27
Healthcare
Professional
Associate (SWAN
Graduate), 46

WOC Student
Associate, 180

Nurse Specialized in
Wound, Ostomy &
Continence
Member, 485

Members per 100k population
Province/Territory

Members

%

Members per
100K pop.

Quebec

91

11%

1.1

Newfoundland and
Labrador

6

1%

1.2

Manitoba

16

2%

1.2

Alberta

72

9%

1.6

Saskatchewan

22

3%

1.9

British Columbia

104

13%

2.1

New Brunswick

20

2%

2.6

Ontario

373

46%

2.6

Nova Scotia

31

4%

3.2

Prince Edward Island

7

1%

4.5

Yukon

4

1%

9.3

Northwest Territories

5

1%

11.2

Other

57

7%

N/A

Communications
I was happy to work with the Indigenous
Wound, Ostomy and Continence Core
Program throughout the past year, under Bev
Smith BScN, RN, NSWOC’s leadership, to
help develop and launch the Sharing Circle: a
national communication tool in the form of a
website that acts as an online informational
and centralized educational resource hub.
The aim of this website was to enhance
accessibility to information and resources to
improve healthcare for Indigenous peoples.
In August 2022, we launched the website,
which is now live at www.sharingcircle.
online. The website will continue to be
updated and revised over time and we are
open to suggestions and submissions for new
resources that can be added to the site.
Having launched the new NSWOCC website
in January 2022, we are now prioritizing the
translation of the current website into French.

We aim to launch a French version of the
www.nswoc.ca website in 2023.
I am now also working with the WOC Institute
to develop a new website for the Institute
to improve its design, streamline the student
registration process, and simplify course
descriptions & information for students,
faculty, and the public. We aim to have the
new site launched in English by the end of 1st
quarter 2023, with the French translation to
follow by 2nd quarter 2023.
Another priority for our Communications plan
was to increase our capacity to post on social
media and to engage with our allied partners,
organizations, and members better online. We
are creating an implementation plan that will
help achieve this goal in 2023.
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NSWOCC WOC Institute Webinar
Series for Continuing Education
Our NSWOCC WOC Institute Webinar Series
for Continuing Education remained a vital
benefit to current and prospective members
alike. By the end of 2022, we will have hosted
29 educational webinars, up from 16 in 2021.
We owe thanks to the strong relationships
we have with our industry partners, whose
support has allowed us to provide a consistent
source of continuing education throughout the
past few years since we started the webinars
series in 2020.
The total registration, total attendance, and
attendance rate all grew in 2022 from 2021,
with an average maximum attendance of 137
people per webinar as of October 1, 2022
(58% growth).
As a response to growing attendance, the
results from the membership survey, and
feedback from industry, we have slightly
modified how the webinar series works over
time.
In January 2023, we created a simple system
to better accommodate people from across all
time zones in Canada. That is, for those who
could not attend a webinar live, they are now
still able to receive a certificate of attendance
by submitting to National Office a code
embedding the webinar recording on our site
at www.nswoc.ca/webinar-series.
in August 2022, we revised the process for
industry to partner with NSWOCC to host an
educational webinar to further accommodate
members from across the country while also
staying organized. We now have an online
booking process that allows industry to book a
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full-week block to host a single webinar topic
in partnership with NSWOCC either once or
at two different dates/times during that week
at no extra charge. Our goal with this format
is to host more webinars in both English and
French, as well as at different times to allow
people to attend from each time zone or when
it is most convenient to them.
We have noticed that more people are tuning
into webinar via their phones or even calling
in. We hope to explore opportunities to deliver
continuing education in audio or podcast
formats in the near future.
Looking ahead to 2023, we are excited to
announce the 2023 webinar series program,
which will also include a mini-series hosted by
NSWOCC and the WOC Institute on highlyrequested topics submitted by members and
the NSWOCC Board of Directors. Stay tuned
for this exciting announcement!
I look forward to seeing and meeting many
of you for the first time in-person at our
upcoming 42nd National Conference in
Ottawa from May 3-7, 2023. For more
information about the conference, please visit
www.nswoccconference.com.
For membership inquiries or to provide
feedback/suggestions, please feel free to email
me at tcurtis@nswoc.ca. I’m always happy to
help!
Sincerely,

Troy Curtis
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Regional Director Reports
Engagement and collaboration to drive meaningful
change
To create improvements in wound, ostomy and continence care,
NSWOCC continues to engage Members to discuss issues and
create solutions not only at scheduled events but also year-round
through ongoing reflection and dialogue during Regional Meetings.
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British Columbia & Yukon
Regional Director
Misty Stephens, RN, FCN, MCISc WH, NSWOC,
WOCC(C)
Regional Meetings held: 3
Key Regional Highlights
1. We have been working on the re - development of
“Connecting with Learners” website (CLWK) so public
and private sectors can access all wound, ostomy
and continence provincial guidelines, procedures and
standardized forms. The CLWK website can be found at
CLWK.ca.
2. There is excitement about a project that we are working
on with the Yukon Pre-Printed Orders (PPO’s) which is a
Frostbite Injury Guideline for Wound Care. This project will be
completed by 2023.
3. Improving foot care is a focus and so we have been working on
getting a foot care nurse to complete the British Columbia Provincial
guidelines for advanced foot care for public and private sectors.
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Prairies, Northwest Territories, Nunavut
Regional Director
Jodi Quinlan, RN, BScN, NSWOC, WOCC (C)
Regional Meetings held: 1 and Fall 2022 meeting to be
announced
Held a Spring Regional Meeting May 18, 2022. Great
conversation and the Alberta Nurses Specialized in
Wound, Ostomy and Continence (NSWOCs) are
working on a plan as a unified group to try and
resolve the declassification of NSWOC positions in
Alberta. One of our Members will be participating on a
panel where the topic of de-classification of NSWOC’s
will be discussed as well as strategies for advocating for
the role of the NSWOC.
Key Regional Highlights
1. We have been able to identify some areas to improve
communication between the Provinces and Territories for
persons with bowel or bladder diversion surgeries that happen outside
of the Territories.
2. Thanks to the new NSWOCC Membership Core Program, there are some new benefits
such as a “Journal Club”. We are continuing to emphasize the importance of having a
current NSWOCC membership in order to access the many benefits of being a Member.
3. The Wound, Ostomy and Continence Institute is in need of Preceptors for the Wound,
Ostomy and Continence – Education Program (WOC-EP) . We have communicated the
need for Members to consider being preceptors in our Region (AB, SK, MT, NT, NU). If
you are interested in being a preceptor, please e-mail office@nswoc.ca and you will be
connected with Nicole Denis, the Preceptor Manager.
4. We acknowledged that the effects of COVID-19 continue to be felt everywhere with
burn out, short staffing, some areas not permitting preceptors. Please know that we are
here to support our members through our nswoc.ca website where you can find resources
and tools to support you in your practice. If you have any questions or if we can be of
assistance, please e-mail office@nswoc.ca and we can get connected.
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Ontario
Regional Director
Roxie Demers RN, BScN, IIWCC, NSWOC, WOCC(C)
Regional Meetings held: Dates will be distributed for
Ontario NSWOCC Connect meetings soon.
Key Regional Highlights
1. Stephanie Furtado who was the previous Ontario
director has completed her term as the Ontario
Regional Director of NSWOCC as of May 2022, and
I have become the new Ontario Regional Director.
Stephanie will be shifting her focus to continue leading
the NSWOCC Paediatric Community of Practice Core
Program where the group is working on a Paediatric
Incontinence Associated Dermatitis Best Practice
Recommendation.
2. Please plan to attend the upcoming Ontario NSWOCC Connect
virtual meetings so that we can strengthen our provincial network
and create a resource system for each other.
3. At the next Ontario Regional NSWOCC Connect meeting, we will discuss preferred
frequency, date, time, and agenda topics for future meetings. We want to do everything
we can to make it convenient for Members to attend.
4. It is important that your email address is up to date with the office@nswoc.ca and that
you have added this email address to your safe list to receive updates and invites for
educational events and meetings.
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Québec
Regional Director
Audray Lafortune RN, BScN, NSWOC, WOCC(C)
Regional Meetings held: 2 meetings (April and September)
Key Regional Highlights
1. Advocacy for use of the word « specialized » and
inclusion into the infirmière clinicienne spécialisé
catégorie with the Alliance pour le future des
soins infirmier au Québec which is a lobby group
including the OIIQ, CNA and representation from
almost every nursing association in Québec
2. The l’Association des Infirmières et Infirmiers
stomothérapeutes du Québec (AIISQ )« Nicole
Denis Prize 2022 » was awarded to Valérie Chaplain,
RN, BScN, NSWOC, WOCC (C) for her excellent
work supporting the tri-specialty of wound, ostomy and
continence nursing and more specifically building the French
aspect of the the specialty . Congratulations to Valérie.
3. NSWOCC shared a booth with the AIISQ (Quebec ET Group) at the Regroupement
Québécois en Soins de Plaies (RQSP) meeting which took place in Levy, Québec on
September 9 and 10, 2022. There was a great deal of interest for the WOC-EP. Laurence
Quintin & Isabelle Dionne gave workshops during the RQSP conference and Isabelle
Dionne presented .
4. Valérie Chaplain, RN, BScN, NSWOC, WOCC (C) is presenting two posters at the SIDIIEF
world conference which is taking place the third week of October, 2022. NSWOCC
will be exhibiting aduring this conference and promoting the French language WOC-EP
program that is available through the Wound, Ostomy and Continence Institute as well as
the best practice documents that NSWOCC has translated into French such as the preoperative Stoma Marking position statement, the Canadian Standards of Wound, Ostomy
and Continence for NSWOC and the Canadian Intermittent Catheter best practice
recommendation.
5. NSWOCC will have a booth at the OIIQ conference on November 22nd, 2022 to promote
the association and the programs and services that it offers.
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Atlantic
Regional Director
Nancy Schuttenbeld, MN, RN, BScN, NSWOC,
WOCC(C)
Regional Meetings held: We are holding our biannual
meeting this fall October 29th, 2022 centrally in Moncton
NB. This will take place from 10-4pm and will be available
virtually for those unable to travel. Our goal is to have
presenters from all four provinces.
Key Regional Highlights
1. Since I am a new Regional Director as of May 2022, I
sent an Email introduction of myself and requested that
our Atlantic Regional Members send in agenda items for
our Fall meeting.
2. Monthly e-mails will be sent to members to stay connected.
3. Staying connected as a network is very important to us. As
one way to do this, I requested a photo of our Atlantic Regional
Members as we are making a collage to help us stay connected, and to
be able to put a face to a name.
4. I personally attended the Nova Scotia Wound, Ostomy and Continence Summit, Sept
22, in Halifax to represent the Atlantic Region of NSWOCC. It was great to meet with
colleagues from Nova Scotia and to better understand the impact that it has when people
living with an ostomy do not have access to specialized wound, ostomy and continence
care. The proceedings of this meeting will be sent to all Atlantic Members by the end of
October 2022.
5. A primary goal in addition to making Members feel more connected is to increase
membership numbers for the Atlantic provinces. The NSWOCC membership Core
Program is working to provide relevant membership benefits for all Members in the
Atlantic Region and across Canada. There is a new Journal Club that you might be
interested in participating in. For further information, please e-mail office@nswoc.ca.
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Call for Nominations
OPEN LEADERSHIP POSITIONS FOR 2023
Nurses Specialized in Wound, Ostomy & Continence Canada (NSWOCC) Board of Directors has
the following elected Director positions open:
• Regional Director – British Columbia & Yukon
• Regional Director – Prairies, Northwest Territories, Nunavut
Term: 2 years, commencing May 4, 2023, with opportunity to run for an additional 2 years.
The following NSWOCC Board Director and Officer positions are open:
• Treasurer
Term: 2 years with opportunity to run for an additional 2 years.

NOMINATIONS DEADLINE: JANUARY 10, 2023
Qualifications:
1. Must be a Member of the NSWOCC for a minimum of two (2) years as a member in good
standing;
2. Must be a Registered Nurse who has successfully completed a Wound, Ostomy, and
Continence Nursing Education Program that is recognized by WCET OR a non-registered
nurse who completed a recognized Wound, Ostomy, and Continence Education Program
prior to 1976;
3. Not an employee or representative of a company whose primary business involves
the development, manufacture and sole distribution of products in the field of wound,
ostomy, and/or continence care; and
4. The individual cannot be a contractor of the NSWOCC.
Application materials can be found on the NSWOCC website at www.nswoc.ca (in the news
section on the home page).
Nominations for these Board positions will be accepted by the Nominations Chair, via the
NSWOCC Head Office, at office@nswoc.ca.
For further information regarding these open positions please contact the NSWOCC Chief
Executive Officer Catherine Harley at office@nswoc.ca.
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APPEL DE CANDIDATURES
Postes de leadership à pourvoir pour 2023
Le conseil d’administration de Infirmières spécialisées en plaies, stomies et continence Canada
(ISPSCC) souhaite pourvoir aux postes suivants de directeur(trice) élu(e) :
• Administrateur(trice) régional(e) – Colombie-Britannique et Yukon
• Administrateur(trice) régional(e) – Les prairies, Territoires du Nord-Ouest, Nunavut
Mandat: Deux ans, à partir du 4 mai 2023, avec possibilité de siéger pour 2 ans de plus, sauf si
un(e) candidat(e) est nommé(e) pour la deuxième portion du mandat.
Le poste suivant au sein du conseil de direction de ISPSCC est à pourvoir :
• Trésorier
Mandat: 2 ans, avec possibilité de siéger pour 2 ans de plus.

Date limite pour recevoir les mises en candidature: 10 janvier 2023
Qualifications:
1. Doit être membre en règle de ISPSCC depuis au moins deux (2) ans;
2. Doit être une infirmière autorisée ayant terminé avec succès un programme de formation
en soins infirmiers, spécialisés en plaies, stomies et continence, qui est reconnu par le
WCET OU une infirmière non autorisée ayant terminé avec succès un programme de
formation en soins des plaies, stomies et continence avant 1976;
3. Ne pas être une employée ou représentante d’une entreprise dont la principale activité
implique le développement, la fabrication et la distribution exclusive de produits utilisés
dans le domaine des soins des plaies, des stomies et (ou) de la continence;
4. La personne ne peut pas être un entrepreneur de ISPSCC.
Les mises en candidatures pour ces postes au sein du conseil d’administration seront examinées
par la présidente des mises en candidature, via le siège social de ISPSCC, à l’adresse office@
nswoc.ca. Vous trouverez les documents pour poser votre candidature sur le site Web de ISPSCC
à www.nswoc.ca (dans la section des nouvelles sur la page d’accueil).
Pour de plus amples renseignements concernant ces postes à pourvoir, veuillez communiquer
avec la directrice générale de ISPSCC office@nswoc.ca.
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Setting the National Standard of Practice for NSWOC

Professional Development
Core Program Leader
Debra Johnson, RN, BScN, MN, NSWOC,
WOCC(C)
Canadian Urinary Diversion Position Statement
•

•
•
•
•

Status: Project completed in January 2022 and
has been posted on the nswoc.ca website. You can
access the final digital copy of the Canadian Urinary
Diversion Statement here: https://www.nswoc.ca/_files/
ugd/9d080f_1d03fe28d93743ac9af21e2f0c89d186.pdf
Canadian Urological Association has added this position
statement to their website here https://www.cua.org/
program/13306
A presentation was given on this project during the NSWOCC National
conference which was held virtually, May 2022.
This Canadian Urinary Diversion Position Statement has also been launched to NSWOCC
Members through a national E-Blast, to members of the Canadian Urology Association,
the Canadian Urology Nurses Association and Ostomy Canada Society.
Plans to publish this Canadian Urinary Diversion statement were made and the
Manuscript development for Canadian Urological Association Journal is underway.
Working group members are a balance of Urologists and NSWOCs as follows:
• Dr. Ricardo Rendon, Dr. Andrew MacNeily, Dr. Nawar Hanna, Valerie Chaplain, Kim
Mayenburg and Debra Johnston

Canadian Best Practice Recommendations for Malignant Wounds – Call for volunteers
We are excited to announce that the next project for the Professional Development Core
program will be Canadian Best Practice Recommendations for Malignant Wounds. This project
will be launched mid-January 2023. If you are interested in participating in this project, please e
mail office@nswoc.ca by November 15, 2022.
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Supporting Evidence Based Practice

Research & Practice
Core Program Co-Chairs:
Dr. Kevin Woo PhD RN NSWOC WOCC(C) FAPWCA
Dr. Karen Campbell, PhD, RN, NSWOC, WOCC(C)
Urinary Catheter Decision Aid
Project Lead: Karen Campbell
Status of Activities: Work on the decision aid
framework has begun following completion
of two scoping reviews. A second review then
looked at evidence not limited by date. Titles
and abstracts were screened by four reviewers
for relevancy to the research question.

Parastomal Hernia: Canadian Best Practice
Recommendations
Project Lead: Kim LeBlanc
Status of Activities: The recommendations
are subject to a Delphi consensus process.
Statements were revised after a first round,
despite the fact that the 80% consensus was
achieved. The deadline for voting through the
new Delphi round is due October 2nd. A small
working group is shortlisting images to be
included in the document. A graphic designer is
developed cover concepts. A few people have
volunteered to be peer reviewers. On track for
completion and publication in the New Year.

Feeding Tube Best Practice
Recommendations
Project Lead: Valérie Chaplain
Status of Activities: Abstract screening by four
independent reviewers completed. Articles
being retrieved. Committee members are
starting the scoping review. Simultaneous best
practice recommendation publication in French
and English.

Paediatric
IncontinenceAssociated Dermatitis
Project Lead: Stephanie
Furtado
Status of Activities:
Preliminary practice enabler
presented at the 2022 Annual
Conference. Core recommendations due to go
out for Delphi consensus among Community
of Practice. Several volunteers as peer
reviewers.

Debridement: Canadian Best Practice
Recommendations for Nurses
Project Lead: Nancy Parslow
Status of activities: Complete. Quick reference
Guide presented at the 2022 Annual
Conference. Advances in Skin & Wound Care
podcast with Kevin Woo and Erin Rajhathy
https://vimeo.com/683473764/41b2581e34

Preoperative stoma site marking project
Project Lead: Debra Johnson
Status of activities: Complete. Manuscript
published in the Canadian Journal of Surgery
here https://www.canjsurg.ca/content/
cjs/65/3/E359.full.pdf
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Supporting Truth and Reconciliation

Indigenous Wound, Ostomy and
Continence Core Program
Core Program Leader
Bev Smith BScN, RN, NSWOC
Key Highlights
•
•

•

•

•

•

Seven meetings have been held since January 2022.
We have been working with the University of Toronto’s
KITE Research Center providing input on the development
of sensor socks to identify pressure points on the foot
and that could lead to a future project on creating culturally
appropriate footwear for Indigenous peoples with diabetes.
This work includes applying for grant funding and KITE
collaborating with Vee Tech and Sona Group of India,
to develop smart fabric-based wearables that could be
customized to be culturally relevant.
We continue to work on having disposable negative
pressure wound therapy covered by Non-insured Health
Benefits (NIHB). We hope to get a response from NIHB
before the end of the year.
Michelle Buffalo, RN, BScN, NSWOC, WOCC (C), Jer
Caul, RN, BScN MClSc AHCP WH, CDE and Bev Smith,
RN, BScN, NSWOC gave a presentation at the May 2022
NSWOCC National conference entitled, “Equitable Healthcare
for Indigenous People”. Bev and Michelle conducted a role play
during this presentation to demonstrate the challenges patients face when being
discharged from a hospital into an indigenous community. This presentation is available in
video format at www.sharingcircle.online
Our Indigenous Wound, Ostomy and Continence Core Program supported awarding a
full scholarship to an Indigenous Nurse who graduated from the WOC-EP Program at the
Wound, Ostomy and Continence Institute. Congratulations to Kaylee Irving who was the
recipient of this award. This scholarship was generously funded by 7Generations Medical.
Congratulations to Michelle Buffalo, RN, BScN, NSWOC, WOCC (C) of Wetaskwin,
Alberta who was awarded the Ostomy Canada Society scholarship in May 2022, for
excellence in ostomy care.
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NSWOCC Indigenous Wound, Ostomy and Continence Health Core Program Launches
the “Sharing Circle” Website
Nurses Specialized in Wound, Ostomy and Continence Canada (NSWOCC) launched the
Indigenous Wound, Ostomy and Continence Health Core Program in June 2018, to address the
inequity of healthcare delivery in the areas of wound, ostomy and continence. A project team was
established made up of individuals who work in the frontline with Indigenous, Metis, and Inuit
people and included two Indigenous patients.
Objectives were set to develop a national communication tool in the form of a website which
would be an online informational and a centralized educational resource hub. The aim of this
website was to enhance accessibility to information and resources to improve healthcare for
Indigenous peoples.
The objectives in developing this website were as follows:
1. Act as a single directory whereby hyperlinks to culturally safe Indigenous healthcare
information and educational resources for patients, Nurses Specialized in Wound, Ostomy
and Continence (NSWOCs), and other healthcare professionals could be found.
2. Display hyperlinks to Indigenous Wound, Ostomy and Continence health resources
broken down by Province/Territory to help patients, NSWOCs, Skin Wellness Associate
Nurses (SWANs) and other healthcare professionals disseminate pertinent information
that exists elsewhere online for the respective region they live and work in.
3. Share news related to Indigenous Wound, Ostomy and Continence health.
4. Welcome visitor-submitted suggestions for new links to resources to be added to the
website.
5. Support website visitors getting in contact with an NSWOC closest to their area using the
NSWOCC “Find an NSWOC” tool.
6. Provide information in multiple mediums including video, blog, external hyperlinks, and
images.
7. Establish a common language by providing a glossary defining key ostomy-related terms
adapted from the 2022 NSWOCC Ostomy Patient Teaching Guides for Ileostomy, Ileal
Conduit, and Colostomy as well as establishing a glossary of terms, in the future, for
wound care and continence.
It took seven months to refine the design, content, and navigation of the website. The Project
Team collectively came up with the name of the “Sharing Circle” for this website because
healthcare for Indigenous peoples must be shared by everyone. Sharing circles provide
opportunities for each voice to be heard, respected, and valued. They are a traditional practice
in some Indigenous communities in North America and are designed to ensure everyone has an
equal opportunity to share their opinions and ideas.
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Core Program Members:
Anna Tumchewics
Audray Lafortune
Bev Smith
Brenda Moodie
Cathy Harley
Christina Seguin
Cynthia Magiskan
Denise Lalonde-
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Niccoli
Denise Taylor
Heather Wright
Jeremy Caul
Karen Bruton
Kaylee Ann Irving
Kaylee Ann Irving
Maria Jones

Maria Jones
Marian Abdelsayed
Marilee Nowgesic
Meaghan Wilton
Melanie Jeffrey
Melissa Berube
Michelle Buffalo
Morgan Austin

Nicole Corbiere
Rachel Radyk
Robin Cano
Seona Furlong
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Strengthening the French Language in Wound,
Ostomy and Continence

French Community of Practice
Core Program Leader
Valérie Chaplain, RN, BScN, NSWOC, WOCC(C)
Key Highlights
•

•

•

•

•
•

Feeding Tube Project: Launch of the project in June.
20 French NSWOCs from Québec, Ontario and New
Brunswick and involved in this project. Literature search is
completed, and scoping review is one its way.
Projet de sonde d’alimentation: Lancement du projet en
juin dernier. 20 ISPSC francophones du Québec, de l’Ontario
et du Nouveau-Brunswick participent à ce projetLa recherche
documentaire est terminée et la lecture des articles est débu
Two posters will be presented at the International French Nursing Conference (SIDIIEF):
Secrétariat Internationale des Infirmiers et Infirmières de l’Espace Francophone on
NSWOCC projects, in Ottawa in October. 1) Stoma marking for fecal diversion and 2)
Standards of practice. NSWOCC will also have a booth to promote the French Programs
of the Wound, Ostomy and Continence Institute.
Deux affiches seront présentées à la Conférence International (SIDIIEF) : Secrétariat
Internationale des Infirmiers et Infirmières de l’Espace Francophone sur les projets des
ISPSCC, à Ottawa en octobre. 1) Marquage préopératoire des diversions fécales et 2)
Normes de pratique. Les ISPSCC auront également un kiosque pour promouvoir les
programmes de Français de l’Institut d’Enseignement.
A new position was created for a French Editor to help Lina Martins, The NSWOC
Advance Editor in Chief, build capacity for publication of French articles in the NSWOC
Advance.
Un nouveau poste a été créé pour rédactrice en chef francophone afin d’aider Lina Martin
à renforcer la publication d’articles en français dans l’Avancé de l’ISPSC.
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Building Member Value

Membership
Core Program Leader
Shelly Barnes, RN, BScN, NSWOC, WOCC(C)
Key Priorities
•

•

•
•
•

Continuing Education
• Continue to advance NSWOC knowledge and
proficiency
• Support the National Office and other Core Programs
in offering continuing education opportunities
Communication & Awareness of NSWOCC Activity
• Increase communication from the Board of Directors more
directly to members
• Provide more updates on association & Core Program activities and
initiatives
Meet the Networking and Collaboration needs of NSWOCC Members across Canada
Mentorship
Accommodate members from each time zone

Key Highlights
•
•

•

•

Monthly Meetings since November 2021, except for summer months.
Added a new Key Priority in June 2022: to accommodate members from all time zones
• One way of doing this was to make sure webinars could be hosted at multiple times,
which has been reflected in the Fall 2022 webinar guide for industry
• Members can now access certificates of attendance from the webinar recordings
library, using an embedded code
Launched the NSWOCC Journal Club in Spring 2022, with the first meeting having took
place on June 15, 2022
• 25 members from across Canada expressed interest in joining the Journal Club
• The Core Program will have the next Journal Club meeting on October 19, 2022
Met with the Wound, Ostomy and Continence Institute Chair in June 2022 to discuss
how the NSWOC Mentorship Program has worked in the past, and how the Core
Program can help contribute to the program

Upcoming Priorities
•
•

Create terms of reference for a student representative from the WOC-EP (NSWOC) and
SWAN Programs to contribute as Core Program members
Launch a digital email newsletter for members (end of October 2022)
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•
•
•

Host a membership benefits webinar to present to members how to make the most of
their membership with NSWOCC
Produce video/audio interviews with NSWOCs and SWANs to discuss how NSWOCC has
benefitted them, highlight, and recognize members from across Canada, and
Create Facebook group for NSWOCC members to join online as a discussion forum and
networking tool

Core Program Members:
Angela Koziak
Heather Fawcett
Lori Zozzolotto
Christie Tuttosi
Troy Curtis
We are still looking for members from Atlantic Canada and Québec to join our Core Program; if
you're interested in getting involved, please email office@nswoc.ca.
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Specializing in Wound, Ostomy and
Continence Care of Children and Youth

Paediatric Community of Practice
Core Program Leader
Stephanie Furtado, RN, BScN, MClSc-(WH),
NSWOC, WOCC(C)
Key Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thank you to the nurses who volunteered at Ostomy Youth
Camp
Networking of members leading to new collaborative projects, for example a new case
study poster being created for use of convex ostomy products in neonates.
Main project is the Canadian Best Practice Recommendations for Paediatric IAD
Preliminary practice enabler presented at the 2022 NSWOCC National Annual
Conference.
Core recommendations due to go out for Delphi consensus among Community of
Practice.
Volunteers will conduct a peer review
Target date for launch is May 2023
This Canadian Best Practice Recommendations for Paediatric IAD will be available once
completed at www.nswoc.ca under “Best Practice Recommendations”

Core Program Members:
Stephanie Furtado
Veronika Anissimova
Gail Creelman
Paulo Da Rosa
Caroline Daoust
Tracy Dowds
Louise Forest-Lalande
Ashley Hudson
Nicholas Joachimides
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Shelley Masyoluk
Carolyn Morin
Tina Rutledge
Emily Woodgate
Christina Yadav
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Supporting Practical Nurses and Diploma RNs in
Skin Wellness

Skin Wellness Associate Nurse
(SWAN) Community of Practice
Core Program Leader
Sharon Hunter, RPN, IIWCC, SWAN
Key Highlights
•
•
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The SWAN Community of Practice (COP) was re-launched
March 2022
Terms of reference for this SWAN Community of Practice
were developed
The following goals were discussed during the monthly meetings
with the participants. We will:
• be working to build awareness of the SWAN role - it is important that we establish an
identity for SWANs. This will include developing some tools to assist communicating
who SWANs are and the role that they play within the team.
• improve communication among the group. A SWAN Facebook page has been set up
and we encourage all SWANs to join - email office@nswoc.ca to get connected
• work to build a SWAN mentorship program - we will be working on defining what this
will look like
• have a vision to launch a SWAN educational stream at the 2023 NSWOCC National
conference which will be taking place May 3 to 7, 2023 at the Westin Ottawa. SWAN
COP members provided input to this educational stream, and it has been integrated
into the national conference education program for 2023. Thank you to all who
contributed the ideas for topics and speakers.
• set a date to have a “SWAN Day” – which will be a day set to recognize and celebrate
SWANs for their work in skin health. This day will be selected starting in 2023.
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Empowering our Members to Advocate

Community Engagement
Core Program Leader
Erin Rajhathy RN, BScN, MClSc-WH, NSWOC,
WOCC(C)
Key Highlights
•
•

•
•
•

Attended the monthly Ostomy Canada and NSWOCC joint
Advocacy meetings and the Ontario ADP Advocacy Task
Force meetings
Continued to advocate to the Ontario Ministry of Health
advocating for better ostomy reimbursement through the Assistive
Devices Program (ADP)
• Met with the Manager of ADP October 11/22 to discuss rationale behind increasing
the reimbursement of ostomy supplies
Provided guidance and support to NSWOCs facing potential declassification in a large
group of acute care facilities in Hamilton, Ontario resulting in the immediate cessation of
declassification of the NSWOC as having Nurse Clinician status.
Disability Tax Credit (DTC) initiative to get the DTC Form change in the category of
elimination to acknowledge NSWOCs as certifiers of the form. The DTC Disability
Advisory Committee has agreed to meet in the near future.
Held the Nova Scotia Wound, Ostomy and Continence Summit on September 22, 2022,
which was funded by a patient with some support from Industry partners.
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Nova Scotia Wound, Ostomy and
Continence Summit: Supporting
Sustainability
Objectives:
1. Update our stakeholders on best practices in
wound, ostomy, and continence within Nova Scotia.
2. Evaluate a patient’s experience living with an ostomy
in Nova Scotia.
3. Determine the economic burden for people living with an
ostomy through the review of the ostomy impact study.
4. Provide information on the value of a wound, ostomy,
and continence tri-specialty to support patient centred
improvements.
5. Deliver updated information of the Nova Scotia
continuing care Provincial Wound Care Program.
6. Discuss wound care innovation within the Province of
Nova Scotia.
7. Engage and strengthen wound, ostomy and continence
health within Nova Scotia.

The Nova Scotia Wound, Ostomy and Continence Summit:

Supporting Sustainability

Bringing together government, administrators, clinical
leaders, patients, and industry
THURS., SEPT. 22, 2022 | 8:30AM - 12:15PM ADT
Halifax Tower Hotel & Conference Centre

OBJECTIVES
1. Update our stakeholders on best practices in wound, ostomy and continence
within Nova Scotia
2. Evaluate a patient’s experience living with an ostomy in Nova Scotia
3. Determine the economic burden for people living with an ostomy through the
review of the ostomy impact study
4. Provide information on the value of a wound, ostomy and continence tri-specialty
to support patient-centred improvements
5. Deliver updated information of the Nova Scotia continuing care provincial wound
care program
6. Discuss wound care innovation within the province of Nova Scotia
7. Engage and strengthen wound, ostomy and continence health within Nova Scotia

PROGRAM
0830 Complimentary Breakfast & Networking
0900 Opening remarks—The current state of Wound, Ostomy and
Continence in Nova Scotia
Karla Lohnes MClSc-WH, BScN, RN, NSWOC, WOCC(C)
0915 Patient Perspective - A Need for Better Access to Care
Ann Durkee-MacIsaac, Chair of the Board, Ostomy Canada Society
0940 Ostomy Impact Study
Kim LeBlanc PhD, RN, NSWOC, WOCC (C), FCAN
1010 The Nova Scotia Continuing Care Provincial Wound Care Program
Sheri McPhee, RN, BScN, M.Ed, NSWOC, WOCC(C)
1040 Propelling Patient Centered Improvements with Specialized
Wound,
Ostomy and Continence Management
Cathy Harley, RN, IIWCC, eMBA
1105 Nova Scotia’s Innovation in Wound Care
Dr Karen Cross, MD, PhD, FRCSC
1135 Engaging and strengthening wound, ostomy and continence
stakeholders in Nova Scotia
Group Discussion
1215 Meeting Close

Meeting Summary
•

On September 22, 2022, sixty-six health care stakeholders,
registered charities focused on specialized nursing care, and
industry came together to discuss the current situation of wound,
ostomy, and continence care in the Province of Nova Scotia.
There was a need identified by a person living with an ostomy to better
understand how critical health care providers could collaborate and contribute to better
access to specialized care and the sustainability of health care in the areas of wound,
ostomy, and continence. Current information was shared in these three domains of
wound, ostomy, and continence, as well as best practice and innovation.
Karla Lohnes set the stage with the current situation of NSWOCs and wound, ostomy and
continence care in Nova Scotia.
While progress has been made in wound care within the province of Nova Scotia, Ann
Durkee, Chair of the Board of Ostomy Canada , spoke about the harsh reality that people
are facing living with an ostomy. Many people are left in the community alone and
unsupported.
Kimberly LeBlanc presented the Ostomy Impact Study. Many people living with an ostomy
are paying for their ostomy supplies out of pocket and have to choose whether to buy
www.nswoc.ca/summit

•

•
•

•
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•
•

•

•

•

groceries or purchase ostomy supplies. Ostomy complications can occur which cause an
impact on quality of life and costs to the healthcare system.
Sheri McPhee provided information on the Nova Scotia Continuing Care Provincial
Wound Care Program and the excellent results that they are getting with their pressure
injury program.
Cathy Harley spoke about the need of NSWOCs to augment patient centered care and
provided detail on the educational requirements, educational program competencies and
the Canadian Standards of Practice for NSWOCs. She also spoke about the differentiation
of NSWOCs and SWANs and how SWANs can be an important member of the WOC
team.
Having access to specialized wound, ostomy and continence care has been proven
to improve clinical and cost outcomes – and yet, the number of Nurses Specialized in
Wound, Ostomy, and Continence (NSWOCs) is inconsistent across the province and
lacking in the community.
Dr. Karen Cross spoke about working towards establishing a Centre of Excellence in
wound reinforces the Nova Scotia Health Authority (NSHA) goal to be a leader when a
person is faced with a wound, and can support prevention and data flow/tracking, which
in turn will greatly benefit patients across the region.
Supporting a Nova Scotia provincial health care strategy in relation to wound, ostomy and
continence care is important to provide equitable access to all people living in Nova Scotia
- sustainably.

“Every person deserves specialized wound, ostomy, and continence care”
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National Conference Planning
Core Program Leader

Mary Hill, RN, BScN, MN, NSWOC, WOCC(C)

41st NSWOCC National Conference (Virtual, May
2022)
We held our third NSWOCC virtual conference due to
COVID-19. The theme was “Still online and feeling fine! –
Case Based Learning in a Virtual World”.
• September 2021, when the NSWOCC conference planning
committee was navigating the fourth wave of the pandemic,
we had to prioritize the safety for all participants while striving
to meet the educational needs of our members and allied
healthcare professionals. Due to the uncertainty caused by
the pandemic, the NSWOCC Board of Directors decision was
unanimous that the Nurses Specialized in Wound, Ostomy and
Continence Canada conference in 2022 would be provided
online again for a third year.
• New to our educational programming for 2022 was an Industry
and Science Day. Our NSWOCC Industry Advisory Council
(NIAC), was involved in the decision making around setting up
this educational approach. The day feature industry sponsored
sessions that demonstrate the latest in products and technology
through a scientific and evidence-based case approach to education.
• New this year was virtual NSWOCC’s Breakfast Club where could gather virtually in the
morning to chat with other conference attendees. Using a new virtual networking app
embedded right on the www.nswoccconference.ca conference website, participants
could create their very own avatar and text and video chat with others by moving your
avatar towards someone else in the virtual networking area.
• Time was devoted to showcasing NSWOCC Core Programs and volunteers very
productive year of developing best practice recommendations, position statements and
quick reference guides to provide guidance and direction to our members, healthcare
professionals and healthcare organizations. Presentations included the Urinary
Diversions Position Statement, Paediatric Incontinence Associated Dermatitis Best
Practice Recommendations, and Quick Reference Guide for Debridement, Parastomal
Hernia Best Practice Guideline and the Indigenous Wound Ostomy Continence Health
Core program.
• A panel on the differences in provincial health care was very successful. Regional
Directors presented each of their provinces varying services and programs and the
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•

benefits, challenges and barriers in care that an NSWOC’s can face in their clinical
practice.
The Friday evening networking event was a fun and interactive virtual foodie session;
“How to design a charcuterie board” and ending with industry sponsored virtual rooms
where participants were divided and attended a total of two rooms hosted by an industry
company.

42nd National Conference Planning (In-Person, May 2023)
•
•
•

•
•
•

The first post pandemic in-person only NSWOCC conference will take place May 3 – 7
2023 at the Ottawa Westin, Ottawa, Ontario
The theme: Let’s face it! Together! This supports the fact that we will be back face to
face – together for the first time in several years. We will also be facing clinical challenges
together and finding solutions through this continuing education program.
Featured sessions
• WOC Institute Workshops
• NSWOCC Workshops
• Plenary and concurrent sessions in Wound, Ostomy, Continence, Skin Wellness
Associate Nurse (SWAN) and French language presentations.
• Indigenous Learning Circle
• NIAC Industry sponsored sessions
• Panel: Stop Declassification: Advocating for the NSWOC Role
• Showcase NSWOCC core program best practice recommendations, decision aids and
tool kits.
• Special Sunday offsite event: “Pancakes, Posters, and Publications”.
Parallel course in Dermatology for Advanced Clinicians
The Friday evening May 5/22 networking event will be a Disney Lip Sync where Industry
and Nurses will come together to Lip Sync and act out their favourite Disney song.
Saturday, May 6/23 will be the evening for the tradition of the NSWOC Banquet featuring
the special Wound, ostomy and Continence Graduation Ceremony

We look forward to seeing everyone in Ottawa May 3-7, 2023!
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Providing Opportunities to Publish

Publications
Core Program Leader

Lina Martins, MScN, RN, NSWOC, WOCC(C)
Editor-in-Chief, NSWOC Advance
NSWOCC Canadian Feature Editor, JWOCN

NSWOC Advance Key Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ongoing review of submitted articles, submission
of articles into peer review process to determine
suitability for publication as a peer reviewed manuscript
Standing reports/updates from NSWOCC President,
NSWOCC CEO, WOC Institute Chair, NSWOC
ADVANCE Editor-in-Chief
Ongoing Industry support with communication of
company messages, products and services
Investigating options for streamlining online
submission process (Pressbooks) and review process
(Scholastica)
Introduction of a yearly Manuscript Award – first
award presented at the 2022 virtual conference board
meeting
First case study published in March 2022 issue

In response to member requests and the vision of advancing our
publication rigor and reach, we have:
• Onboarded a French-speaking Editor, Louise Forest-Lalande, as part
of our editing team
• Continued to grow our peer review panel, inclusive of both
English and French speaking reviewers
• Started to receive French language manuscripts and are
working toward our first-ever peer reviewed French article
publication in 2022
• Continued to work toward increasing our number of peerreviewed manuscripts per issue, and have been successful in
publishing 3 manuscripts in 2 of our 3 yearly issues thus far
• Published the following 2022 peer reviewed submissions:
• Short-term and long-term ostomy complications and the
importance of specialized nursing care and collaboration: A
case report (March 2022)

Nurses Specialized in Wound, Ostomy and Continence Canada (NSWOCC)
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•
•

•
•
•

Functional constipation in children: Treatment (March 2022)
Exploring perspectives on foot care and footwear amongst individuals living
and working with diabetes mellitus: A qualitative descriptive approach
(September 2022)
• Pelvic organ prolapse and exposed tissue integrity (September 2022)
• Pressure injury education in long-term care settings: A quality improvement
study (accepted for publication in December 2022 issue)
• Continent ileostomy (Kock pouch): A case study (accepted for publication in
December 2022)
• The impact of NSWOCs on the environmental footprint of ostomy care
(French language manuscript) (accepted for publication in December 2022)
• Ongoing website updates to NSWOC Advance section (French translation
pending)
Scheduled Teams working meetings, twice a month, with French editor
Ongoing member of NSWOCC Conference Planning Committee and Education
Subcommittee, having completed the virtual 2022 conference and currently
working on the in-person 2023 Ottawa conference program and speakers
Member of Patient Ostomy Teaching booklet project (colostomy, ileostomy,
urostomy) – project completed in English and currently confirming French
translator to provide these booklets in the French language

Journal of Wound, Ostomy and Continence Nursing (JWOCN) Key Highlights
•

•
•

Met our contractual commitment of 3 Canadian Feature Section submissions per year. A
listing of our 2022 submissions include:
• Canadian Standards of Practice for Nurses Specialized in Wound, Ostomy and
Continence: A 2021 Update (January/February 2022)
• Virtual Conference Still Online and Feeling Fine (March/April 2022)
• Equitable Healthcare for Indigenous Peoples: The development of the “Sharing
Circle” Website to provide a culturally safe method to communicate Wound, Ostomy
and Continence information and resources (accepted for publication in November/
December 2022 issue)
Continue to support and promote NSWOC manuscript submissions
Will be participating in the Fall JWOCN Editorial Board Virtual Planning Meeting
November 4, with editorial board, WOCN Society, and Lippincott Williams and Wilkins
staff

Let’s contribute to shaping the narrative of Wound, Ostomy and Continence
nursing by publishing
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Excellence in Wound, Ostomy and Continence
Educational Programs

Wound, Ostomy and Continence
Institute
Academic Chair

Kimberly LeBlanc PhD, RN, NSWOC, WOCC(C), FCAN

Program Manager
•

Sue Sarda retired from the institute (June 2022) and Nicole
Kocajda was hired as the Program Manager (October 2021)

Program Development
•

Erin Rajhathy, Cathy Downs and Kimberly Merritt were hired as the new program
development team.

Build Capacity of the WOC Institute

Skin Wellness Associate Nurse (SWANTM) Program
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The SWAN program has completed the 5 cohorts. Vida Johnston is the
course lead, Susan Chandler has rejoined the faculty and we have hired
SKINWELLNESS
WELLNESS
SKIN
Tracy Illington, Susan Bolton and Shelly Barnes as SWAN Academic
ASSOCIATE NURSE
ASSOCIATE
NURSE
Advisors.
NS W CC
O
The SWAN program overview
The SWAN program has been accredited by the CNA
• Two cohorts per year (February and August start dates)
• Duration = 5 months
• Material covered: Integumentary System, Wounds, Ostomies and Continence
• Tuition $3000 plus NSWOCC membership and registration fee
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The WOC Institute, due to the high demand for NSWOCs and the large volume of quality
applicants, doubled the enrollment into the English WOC-EP starting in September
2018. Our September 2021 Ostomy cohort -31 consisted of 46 students and our January
2022 Ostomy Cohort 32, consists of 46 students. The French WOC-EP enrollment for
September 2022 is 11 students.
With the growth of the WOC-EP came the need for more faculty. Louise Forest-Lalande
was hired to assist in the French NSWOC program. We also hired an additional Ostomy
faculty for the English program - Josée Senechal
The NSWOC program has been accredited by the Canadian Nurses Association (CNA)
and the World Council of Enterostomal Therapists (WCET)
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•

•

•

Graduation will take place at the NSWOCC National Spring Conference each year and
will be a part of the WOC-EP graduation.
*Wounds Canada has launched a (SHARP) Skin Health Advocate and Resource
Professional, program for wound management, the course is self-paced ~45 hours,
wounds only, no preceptorship cost is $1750. Is for all healthcare professionals, does
not address needs at the bedside but is accredited by the College of Family Physicians of
Canada.
Wounds Canada is also in the process of launching a “Wound Champion Program”.
Information on this program will be forthcoming.

Development of the Industry Skin Wellness Associate (ISWA) Program
•

•
•

•

•

Wound, Ostomy and Continence (WOC) Institute, developed the
Industry Skin Wellness Associate (ISWA) Program in response to the
growing desire for industry partners to enhance their knowledge build
confidence and to be better able to communicate with health care
professionals working in the areas of wound, ostomy and continence.
Erin Rajhathy is the AA for this course and the course lead
Three Cohorts have completed the original program
The NSWOCC and WOC Institute developed the paced online ISWA education program
to empower industry partners to become a better resource in supporting clinicians,
ultimately improving clinical outcomes. The ISWA program prepares industry partners to
have an enriched understanding of wound, ostomy and continence issues.
The goal of the ISWA Program is to educate and prepare industry partners to work
collaboratively and be a more effective resource for healthcare professionals. Graduates
will have an enhanced ability to position their product portfolios from a clinical practice
lens and to provide optimal support for nurses caring for those with wound, ostomy and
continence issues. The program is designed to provide industry partners the advanced
ability to work collaboratively with healthcare professionals and to be ambassadors for
ethical partnerships with industry. Upon completion graduates will be eligible to use the
ISWA designation.
The Revised ISWA program overview:
• The ISWA program is divided into, level -1 (wound, ostomy, and/or continence)
courses and level- 2 (advanced course addressing partnerships with healthcare
professionals, product placement, navigating the healthcare system and business plan
development). Courses are self-directed online, with mentorship from an NSWOC,
students have 6 weeks to complete each course but can apply for an extension
if required. Students must complete at least one level one course in order to be
able to take the level 2 course. Program content includes foundational knowledge
pertaining to wound, ostomy and continence. Assignments are aimed at enhancing
skills pertaining to ethical communication, building collaborative relationships, goal
setting, understanding the Canadian Wound, Ostomy and Continence market, product
placement and leadership training.
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Raise the standard for and differentiate NSWOC by Increasing the number of writers of
the CNA certification exam to 100 per year
•

•
•
•
•

•

The WOC Institute continues to support a prep course for NSWOCs interested in writing
the Canadian Association of Nursing WOCC(C). NSWOC’s are provided a self-paced
guide which includes the NSWOC competencies, focused readings, exam writing tips and
sample exam questions. A dedicated TEAMs study group has been established as a forum
for NSWOCs to connect with other NSWOCs preparing for exam writing, develop study
groups and ask questions. For more information contact chair@wocinstitute.ca
The prep course is available in French. Thank you to Valérie Chaplain for facilitating the
translation and supporting French NSWOCs in writing the certification exam.
There is a plan to record the prep workshop and have it available on the NSWOCC
members section.
The CNA certification exam is now the final exam for the WOC-EP (English and French)
WOCC(C) numbers have been climbing steadily since we made the CNA exam mandatory
starting in 2019. Numbers were down in for 2020 to 63 applications however this is in
line with the National trend across all specialties due to COVID 19. Many of our students
had to defer clinical placements due to COVID 19 and the 2021 are 64 as well. CNA is
pleased with our progress
The CNA recognized the WOC Institute with a recognition award for the outstanding
contribution and dedication to WOC certification. They have used the NSWOCs as an
example for achieving certification.

Practice Enrichment Series
Practice Enrichment Series includes competency based, beginner programs in wound, ostomy
and continence, intermediate skills labs and advanced programs. The courses are state of the art,
self-paced online programs which are facilitated by a team of CNA certified NSWOCs. Onsite
programs are available upon request. Erin Rajhathy is the course mentor.

2022 – 40 students have either completed or are enrolled into the program
Beginner programs are 6 weeks, self-paced online. Learners will be directed through a series
of modules designed to provide foundational knowledge in the areas of wound, ostomy or
continence. The courses are unique in that students will have access to virtual mentorship and
knowledge consolidation opportunities with our team of CNA certified NSWOCs.
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Introduction to Wound Management
Modules Include:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Anatomy and Physiology of the Integumentary System
Principles of Integumentary System Healing
General principles of Integumentary / Wound Assessment and
Management
Wound prevention, assessment and management including
Specific wound aetiologies (prevention, assessment and management):
• Acute and traumatic wounds (example: skin tears, lacerations, minor burns),
with a focus on post fall wound care
• Moisture associated skin damage (example: incontinence associated
dermatitis, emersion foot)
• Pressure injuries
• Lower limb ulcers
• Diabetic foot ulcers
• Surgical wounds
• Skin changes at life’s end
• Wounds not healing in a predicted trajectory
Collaborative approaches when working with interprofessional teams

Introduction to Ostomy Management (Coming 2023)
Modules Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anatomy and Physiology of the Gastrointestinal and Urinary Systems
Conditions Leading to Surgical Intervention Resulting in an Ostomy & Surgical
Procedures
Assessment and Management of the Stoma
Assessment and Management of the Peristomal Skin
Effective Management of Effluent and Product Selection
Medication and Nutrition for a Patient with a Stoma
Psychosocial Care of the Patient with an Ostomy
An Introduction to Gastrostomies & Jejunostomies

Introduction to Continence Management (Coming 2023)
Modules Include:
•
•
•
•

Continence as a Health Issue
Anatomy and Physiology of the urinary and lower gastrointestinal systems
Factors contributing to incontinence
Assessment of urinary incontinence
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessment of fecal incontinence
Management of urinary incontinence
Management of fecal incontinence
Collaborative approach to incontinence management
Identification and management of incontinence associated dermatitis
Quality of life issues related to incontinence

Practice Enrichment Series Wound Management - Northwest Territories (NWT)
The NSWOCC has been contracted by the NWT health authority to provide the Practice
Enrichment Series Wound Management Materials to the NSWOCs working in the NWT. This
allows the NSWOCs to use the material to provide education to nurses in the NWT. The
agreement is in place until 2024.

Advanced Wound Debridement Program
The competency-based, advanced debridement course is designed by nurses
for nurses and follows the Canadian best practice recommendations for
nurses; however, the Wound, Ostomy and Continence Institute recognizes
the course may be of interest to other disciplines. As such, non-nurses
meeting the prerequisite education requirements will be accepted into the
program. Healthcare professionals without a nursing background are responsible
for recognizing their own scope of practice and jurisdictional policies related to
their profession. In-depth knowledge of wound management is essential prior to enrollment in
a competency-based debridement educational program. Prerequisite education is identified by
the successful completion of a rigorous curriculum-based wound management program including
stringent outcome measures such as examination.
The primary objective of this program is to provide learners with advanced theoretical
knowledge pertaining to all aspects of debridement. Learners are encouraged to seek out
mentorship opportunities within their work environment and to work within their scope of
practice. At the end of this program learners will have advanced debridement knowledge
beyond the WOC-EP/ SWAN programs. Learners must have completed the WOC-EP, SWAN
or equivalent program prior to taking this program. The program will be self-paced online with
access to virtual mentorship and knowledge consolidation opportunities with our team of CNA
certified NSWOCs. An annual workshop will be held during the NSWOCC National conference.
Enrollment will be limited. Contact chair@wocinstitute.ca for more information.
Open to NSWOCs, SWANs, IIWCC and Masters of Wound Healing Graduates.
43 nurses have completed the program since its launch in January 2022. Evaluations have been
very positive.
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Building membership capacity and increasing enrollment in the WOC-EP
through Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL)
•

•

The WOC Institute recognizes that education at the level of the NSWOC
graduate can occur outside of the WOC-EP. Recognition of prior learning
is a prescribed process wherein a student accepted into the WOCEP, who has an extensive theoretical and clinical background prior to
starting the program, can demonstrate that they have already achieved
advanced beginner level consistent with completion of a WOC-EP course
(Ostomy, Continence or Wound). It is a rigorous assessment. If successful in
demonstrating that this level of learning has been achieved outside of the WOC-EP, the
applicant will be given credit for this learning, in the theoretical and/or clinical portion of
the course.
To date we have had 40 students successfully challenge RPL for either wound or
continence including several French students

Revise the competencies of nurses specialized in wound, ostomy and continence
management.
•

The WOC-EP worked with the CNA to upgrade the NSWOC competencies in wound,
ostomy and continence specialized nursing care and update the CNA exam

Update the WOC-EP Administration Process
•
•

Reviewed and revised WOC-EP Policies and all supporting documents to reflect the
changes of a re developed education programs. All documents were translated into
French
All faculty and students now have WOC Institute email addresses

Professional development opportunities for NSWOCC members
•
•

•

The WOC Institute has started Clinical and Professional Practice Webinar series for our
students. In the coming weeks these webinars (English and French) will be posted on the
NSWOCC website as well. Professional practice topics include: How to Search the Literature
using CINAHL, How to Write a Consultation Note, Transitioning to the Role of a Consultant,
Writing for Publication, and How to Write a Resume. Additional topics will be added in the
coming months. Foundational Clinical practice webinars are available for Ostomy and
Wound management. The clinical practice webinars have been developed for the novice
clinician. Future webinars are planned for the advanced clinician.
The WOC Institute has also collaborated with the NSWOCC conference planning
committee to host workshops for our students and NSWOCs during the annual NSWOCC
conference.
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Develop the WOC Institute Preceptor Program through Recruiting New Preceptors and
Maintaining Existing Ones
•
•
•
•

Increase the number of continence preceptors to meet student demand (work in progress)
Launch the Professional Practice Webinar Series to provide ongoing education for
NSWOC and aligned Healthcare professionals
Implement the CANMEDS competency-based preceptor program to develop preceptors
and improve learners’ evaluation and enrich learner experiences
Established a peer mentor program where experienced NSWOCs volunteer to mentor
WOC-EP students. The trial run of the project was very well received.

Influence raising awareness of wound, ostomy and continence specialized nursing at the
undergraduate level through a partnership with CASN
•

Build recognition of the WOC Institute at the University and College level, McGill
University has developed an undergraduate course in Skin Health. Kim LeBlanc is an
affiliate lecturer, and the program director has applied to the WOC-EP program

Provide scholarships/financial awards to reward the achievements of WOC-EP students
and to support academic excellence.
1. Nightingale Medical Award (BC)
2. MHC – highest marks in the WOC-EP
3. MHC – highest marks in the SWAN
4. Ostomy Canada Society WOC-EP student award
5. Vancouver Ostomy Award
6. Hollister Ostomy Excellence Award
7. Smith & Nephew Clinical Excellence Award- 2x $1,000
8. Coloplast Continence Award
9. 7 Generation Indigenous Nurse Award
10. Academic Advisor and Preceptor Awards for outstanding performance
11. The Clement LeBlanc memorial scholarship

Support excellence in the WOC Institute Faculty
•
•
•

Future aims to develop an annual faculty development program
Faculty to participate in the annual NSWOCC conference
Awards (voted on by students) given to faculty during the annual NSWOCC conference
banquet

WOC Institute Stream at the 42nd NSWOCC National Conference
•
•
•

Plan to offer professional practice workshops (CNA exam prep, writing for publication,
consult note writing etc.)
Continence, wound and ostomy advanced workshops at conference
Preceptorship workshop for preceptors
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Support and encourage NSWOC research and publication through mentorship and
support
•
•
•
•

Encourage WOC-EP student publications
Encourage and support NSWOC research through partnerships with NSWOC researchers
(Dr. Kevin Woo, Dr. Karen Campbell, etc.)
Explore research grants and opportunities
Explore research collaborations with other organizations

Spanish WOC-EP
•

•

Development of a Spanish version of the WOC-EP for Argentina, translation is currently
underway and funding opportunities are being explored. Dr. Arman Lira is providing
the translation and has agreed to assist in teaching the first cohort until an Argentinian
nurse can be development to teach the program in Argentina. For the for this program to
proceed it must be self-funded
We are currently conducting due diligence around the launch of the WOC-EP program in
other Latin American countries

Indigenous Ostomy workshop
•
•
•
•

A 2- (3-hour) workshop was developed and provided to the nursing staff in an Ontario
Indigenous Community end of May 2021.
Program consisted of didactic education, 60 minutes of a hands-on workshop and 30
minutes discussion on access to funding such as NIHB and a bio break.
Session was held virtually and samples for the workshops will be mailed to the program
lead in the community to distribute to the participants.
We hope to hold more of these workshops in the future.

Truth and Reconciliation
•

Program development team will collaborate with the Indigenous Core Program to ensure
our programs reflect truth and reconciliation

Practice Enrichment Series: 2SLGBTQIA+
•
•

Jess Crawford was hired to collaborate with Erin Rajhathy to develop a certificate course
for NSWOC members. Fee structure to be determined.
Some content will also be included into the NSWOC and SWAN programs
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Paramedic Wound Associate (PWA) program
Education Program for Paramedics: A fully developed wound and skin care
education program designed for Paramedics which can be delivered to an
unlimited number of Paramedics.

City of Ottawa and Prescott-Russell paramedics are currently
enrolled into the program
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paced on-line education program
Six weeks in duration. Students should expect to spend approximately 5-10 hours
per
week on course work.
Educational material will be delivered by an Academic Advisor who is an advanced
practice nurse who is a Canadian Nurses Association (CNA) certified-WOCC(C) Nurse
Specialized in Wound, Ostomy and Continence.
Includes education workbook material provided in a downloadable file for printing
Students will have to purchase one text book (approximately a $100.00 fee)
For an additional fee, on-site or virtual workshops can be made available
A certificate of completion and will be eligible to use the credential - Paramedic Wound
Associate (PWA)
A post program evaluation

The topics below will be taught through the eyes of a first responders through initial triage,
treatment, and minimization of further damage. Topics can be altered based on need.
Topics that will be covered:
1. Anatomy and Physiology of skin and wound healing
2. Wound bed preparation
3. Wound prevention, assessment and management including:
• differentiation between infection and dermatitis
• product selection
• appropriate advanced directives
4. Specific wound aetiologies (prevention, assessment and management):
• Acute and traumatic wounds (example: skin tears, lacerations, minor burns),
with a focus on post fall wound care
• Moisture associated skin damage (example: incontinence associated
dermatitis, emersion foot)
• Pressure injuries
• Lower limb ulcers
• Diabetic foot ulcers
• Surgical wounds
• Skin changes at life’s end
5. Collaborative approaches when working with interprofessional teams
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Personal Support Worker/Caregiver Skin Health Program
Coming 2023
Personal Support Worker/Caregiver Skin Health Program - includes foundational modules in skin
health and wound management. The courses are state of the art, self-paced online programs
which are facilitated by a team of CNA certified NSWOCs. Onsite programs are available upon
request. Contact the NSWOC through our contact page should you be interested in accessing our
onsite education delivered by specialized NSWOCs.
The program consists of four (4) modules with an estimated time of 20 - 30 minutes per module.
Students are given 4 weeks to complete the self-paced online modules. Learners will be directed
through a series of modules designed to provide foundational knowledge in the areas of skin
integrity and non-complex wound, management. The courses are unique in that students will
have access to virtual mentorship and knowledge consolidation opportunities with our team of
CNA certified NSWOCs. Weekly mentorship hours are available on the virtual TEAMs platform.
Students will have the opportunity to meet with a certified NSWOC to discuss cases and ask
questions.

Modules Include:
1. Skin Health
• Anatomy and Physiology of the Skin
• Principles of Integumentary System Healing
• General principles of Integumentary / Wound Assessment and Management
• Wound prevention, assessment, and management (including care of the lower
legs and feet)
• Skin changes at life’s end
• Collaborative approaches when working with interprofessional teams
2. Skin Tear prevention and management
3. Pressure Injury prevention and management
4. Moisture Associated Skin Damage prevention and management
• Incontinence Associated Dermatitis
• Intertriginous Dermatitis
• Immersion Foot

World Council of Enterostomal Therapists (WCET)
•
•
•
•

The WOC-EP has achieved the highest level of accreditation by the WCET
(5 years)
Have applied for ongoing recognition
NSWOC WOC-EP is being used as the “gold” standard by the WCET for
other programs.
Academic chair is an active member of the WCET education committee
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University Recognition
•
•

Western University’s MClSc-WH program currently provides exemptions for WOCC(C)
nurses for certain aspects of the program.
Currently working with another university to gain official credits towards a Masters in
Nursing

Project ECHO
•

•

The WOC Institute, in collaboration with the NSWOCC and Wounds Pedia, are
participating in project ECHO. The Institute provides weekly “Nurses Corner – Pearls for
Practice” and will participate in the weeklong Micro credential course at Sault College
(October 2022).
Kim LeBlanc and Erin Rajhathy are the NSWOCs involved in the project.
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NSWOCC Official Interest
Groups
Please visit our Official Interest Groups' websites to
access current information on skin tears, and pressure
injuries.

International Skin Tear
Advisory Panel
President
Samantha Holloway, MSc,
FHEA, CertEd, RN (United
Kingdom)
www.skintears.org

Canadian Pressure Injury
Advisory Panel
President
Dr. Kevin Woo, PhD, RN,
NSWOC, WOCC(C), FAPWCA
www.cpiap.com
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Thank you!
Thank you to NSWOCC Volunteers
NSWOCC is built by Members and is for the Members...

Thank you so much for the immeasurably valuable work you have done
for Nurses Specialized in Wound, ostomy and Continence Canada over
the past year! We cannot thank you enough and want to let you know
that your dedication is essential to the work that we do. We cannot
do it without you! We would not want to do it without you! You bring
ideas, positive energy and a beautiful intensity. We hope you will come
back and join us soon on an exciting initiative, and maybe even bring a
colleague with you!

Thank you to our Industry Partners and
NIAC Members
Our Industry Partners & NIAC Members are a part of our team...

Without the steadfast support of our Industry Partners, NSWOCC cannot
do what needs to be done to advance the profession of nurses specialized
in wound, ostomy and continence and to ensure that our patients receive
the best possible care. Words fall short when we try to express our
sincerest gratitude for standing behind us during the challenging times
of the COVID-19 pandemic over the past year. We appreciate everything
that you have done for us and look forward to a continued partnership
between NSWOCC and Industry. We are in this together!
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